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Fix List for MONITOR version 8.0.12 

 

General 

 JLIN-9ZWJUB - The Total became incorrect for Blanket orders in the Order List - Sales and Order List – 
Purchase procedures. 

 MWIK-A2CCQE - It was possible to remove parts that was on existing service order or/and on Blanket 
order – purchase/sales. 

 JEDS-A2DG35 - Some PDF files took very long time to open in the supplement Document Viewer. 

 JELA-A2F9EK - MONITOR shut down with a program error if you double-clicked on the OK button in My 
windows and Customize. 

 MWIK-A2LK8X - If you changed warehouse, the program window for MONITOR could disappear. This could 
only occur in systems with the supplement Warehouse management. 

 JEDS-A2S9RC - This only applies to systems with the supplement Document Viewer. Printouts of PDF files 
are improved. 

 JELA-A2VH9E - Outlook 2016 locked software’s that use MAPI, which made it impossible to send more than 
one e-mail message at a time from MONITOR. To solve this problem in MONITOR you have to run the 
C2ROut2016.exe file that is included in the installation package. Please note that you have to run it 

manually on every computer with Outlook 2016. 

Manufacturing 

 JLIN-A2CK8P - Only one tool was included after merging Fictitious parts on Manufacturing orders. 

 JLIN-A2SKLK - "Check if balance is negative during reporting?" didn’t work if you reported Rejects on an 
already finished operation in the Operation Reporting procedure. 

Purchase 

 MWIK-9ZWAF7 - Row type 2 wasn’t printed on the Crystal Reports form Delivery reminder. 

 LREM-9ZWFF8 - If you used the drag and drop function to register the XML file, MONITOR could incorrectly 
save a link to a Purchase order with a Purchase order number consisting of more than ten characters. 

 SHYS-A2EFT2 - This only applies to users in Poland with adaptation no. 161: If you register a Supplier 
invoice with "Reversed liability for payment", the field Order amount on the Order link tab in the Register 
Supplier Invoice procedure will display the Order amount excluding VAT. This will help you with the 
reconciliation of total linked order rows with the invoice amount. No matter VAT code on the order rows, 
the field Order amount will be displayed excluding VAT. 

 LAHM-A32G7H - An error message was displayed in the Import Supplier Invoice procedure when you 
imported and approved several invoices at the same time. 

Sales 

 CSIG-8T3FDH - The short cut key Alt + e shall be used to confirm Configurations. This only affects systems 
with the supplement Product Configurator. 

 JLIN-9XKC6U - News: The Customer order number will be displayed if you classify the Pick list on 
Customer code in the Delivery List procedure. 
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 PFLN-9ZADK9 - Sometimes you had to enter the price twice before it was saved on the order row in the 
Blanket Order – Sales procedure. 

 CSIG-9ZRGT5 - It wasn’t possible to transfer a Customer Order with an empty row type 2. This error could 
only occur in systems with the supplement Customer Order Transfer. 

 SSTG-9ZSACG - It wasn’t possible to link Purchase orders to Service orders afterwards. 

 SHYS-9ZXF93 - News: Now we have implemented Factoring formats to Danske Bank in Finland. 

 CSIG-9ZXGQD - If you linked documents in the Register Service Order procedure, the Save button was 
greyed out. 

 CSIG-9ZYG7U - Discount and Mark-up didn’t work properly on Service orders. 

 SEDG-9ZYJTV - When a user without rights to the Register Manufacturing Order procedure removed a 
link to a M-order in the Register Customer Order procedure, MONITOR would shut down with a program 
error. 

 LAHM-A22CVW - The printer dialog could be displayed between every invoice when you sent them by e-
mail from the Print Invoices procedure. 

 SSÖG-A2FAF2 - The Part Info didn’t follow active post in the Import EDI Delivery Schedules procedure. 

 SSÖG-A2FAKP - Phone number for dispatch advice could disappear in the Register Customer Order 
procedure if you got a warning about Customer's credit limit exceeded. 

 FOHN-A2LG2Z - The export of dispatch advice (Format number 85) was incorrect in the Dispatch Advice 
procedure. 

 CSIG-A2MC6A - Now does the value remain in the window Sales company's info on delivery note even if 
only the upper part of the window contain data. Parts of the window could disappear if only a part of it 
contained data. This error could only occur in systems with the supplement Customer Order Transfer. 

 FOHN-A2PJMB - News: We have implemented the new routing code for DSV Road that is valid from 25th 
September 2015. The new file DSV_Routing.csv is available on our website. 

 CSIG-A2UH2L - Now the Customer order will be linked to the Serial number in the Product Register 
procedure even if the Serial number wasn’t created in the Register Customer Order procedure. 

 SHYS-A2VF6B - News: Now we have implemented Factoring formats to Sparebank1 in Norway. 

Inventory 

 JLÖR-9ZHBA9 - If you opened the Register Nonconformity procedure from the Reminder window, edit 
luck-ups on the Nonconformities remained. 

 JLÖR-A26FJT - If you calculated annual volume From consumption statistics in the Estimate Annual 
Volume procedure, the diff was 0%. 

Workshop Info 

 JLIN-8Z4FFP - If the Setting "Add round-off overtime within flex interval to flex balance" was activated, no 
Salary type was set for this flex time, which caused problems during export to the salary software. 

Accounting 

 KFTM-8ZCH28 - An empty page was included in the printout of the Balance/budget summary tab in the 
Balance Info procedure. 

 LREM-A2SD9K - During specific circumstances could inactive AutoCodings be executed. 
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Product Configurator 

 CSIG-A2NFK2 - Quantity wasn’t displayed if the alternative Text + Selection group was set in the 
Manufacturing Order Documents procedure. This could only occur in systems with the supplement 
Product Configurator. 

Business Intelligence 

 BKNN-9XEA66 - It could be difficult starting the BI client from some MONITOR clients. 
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